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Blockchain Week
Calendar
Rebuilding Finance: Fluidity 2019
Summit
Thursday, May 9
Weylin, the former Williamsburg Savings
Bank

Blockchain Fund Summit

The Block party
Monday, May 13
Up & Down

Friday, May 10
The Standard Highline, 848 Washington
St,
New York, NY 10014

Crypto Meets Longevity

Ethereal Summit

Bitcoin Live Fireside Chat

Friday, May 10 - Saturday, May 11
Pioneer Works, Red Hook NY

2019 Block Plus Summit
Saturday, May 11140
W McNally Amphithetre,
140 W Platt Court

Magical Crypto Conference

Saturday, May 11 - Sunday, May 12
Metropolitan Pavilion
125 West 18th Street, New York, NY 10011

Tokenized Assets New York
Sunday, May 12
Westin Times Square

Womin’s Lounge at Consensus
2019

Monday, May 13 - Wednesday, May 15
New York Hilton Midtown, 1335 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10019
on the corner of West 54th Street

Consensus

Monday, May 13 - Wednesday, May 15
New York Hilton Midtown

Construct

Monday, May 13 - Wednesday, May 15
New York Hilton Midtown

Coin Center Annual Dinner
Monday, May 13
The Plaza Hotel New York
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Monday, May 13
The Half Pint
76 West 3rd St.

Tuesday, May 14
26 Broadway, 8th floor New York, NY
10004

To the Moon! Blockchain Pitch
Competition
Tuesday, May 14
TBD

2019 Programmable Economy
and Digital Assets Conference
Tuesday, May 14
Bytom

An Evening of Stellar and Math
Tuesday, May 14
National Museum of Mathematics

Blockchain Week |German
Blockchain Startups - The
Security Token Ecosystem

Tuesday, May 14
WeWork, 115 Broadway, New York, NY
10006

A Night at Studio 54 – Fintech
Consensus Dance presented by
Blockchain Impact
Wednesday, May 15

Blockchain Crypto Summit

Wednesday, May 15
Civic Hall - 118 W22nd Street, 12FL New
York, NY 10011

Layer 2 Meetup: Blockchain
Week NY edition
Wednesday, May 15
Centre for Social Innovation

NYC Blockchain Center
Breakfast Series

Thursday, May 16
NYC Blockchain Center 54
W 21st Street, Suite 1001 New York, NY
10010

Blockchain Connex

Thursday, May 16 - Friday, May 17
The Domenico Vacca - 15 West 55th
Street, New York, NY, 10022

Blockchain Workshop Geared
for Women
Thursday, May 16 - Friday, May
17Shearman & Sterling LLP
ASDToken

Thursday, May 16
The Williamsburg Hotel

Token Summit IV
Thursday, May 16
787 Seventh Avenue

Crypto Digital Space

Friday, May 17
Downtown Conference Center New York

Loki Hackathon

Friday, May 17
East Village 91 East 3rd Street
New York, NY 10003
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Letter from the Editor

Shaking the $20K Bitcoin Blues
We are living in a divided time.
Never has optimism about the future that can be enabled
by cryptocurrencies been more pervasive; never has it been
more challenging to be in the business of pushing this
technological experiment forward.
Companies are in the midst of belt-tightening, some have
seen layoffs. Institutional interest in crypto remains, as
ever (and in all likelihood), far off.
You’re likely to find evidence of this at Consensus 2019 and
throughout this year’s Blockchain Week in New York where
crowds are expected to be thinner and less exuberant than
in years past. (Parking, we’d expect, will be less dominated
by luxury cars).
But what we hope to showcase at our event, our fifth annual, is that if our industry can be defined by numbers, so too
can it be defined by the vibrancy of its debate.
Measured in the latter subject, we are still quite “crypto rich.”
Price aside, we remain engaged in a fierce free market
competition. In some cases, our values and theses are, and
will remain, directly opposed.
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Are we simply locked into inevitable change, our only consolation to HODL and say we saw it coming? Or is this the
time for collective action? To punish bad actors we believe
propelled 2018’s decline?
Even on this, we may disagree.
But if that’s true, I’d argue, now more than ever, it’s important to engage the wider world in these very issues.
The time may not be now for solutions, but for explorations,
to search for ways we can again become more defined by
where we’re going than where we’ve been.

Pete Rizzo

Editor-in-Chief

dlapiper.com

LEG UP.
DLA Piper’s Blockchain and Digital Assets
group offers strategic advice on a global
basis to address the needs of companies
implementing blockchain technology solutions
and creating and deploying digital assets. Our
global network of attorneys provides advice
in the wide range of legal specialties (including
securities, IP protection and licensing,
commodities future trading regulations,
privacy and money transmitter rules) that
companies need take advantage of these new
opportunities and attain their strategic goals
through the use of blockchain technologies.

Mark F. Radcliffe, 2000 University Avenue, East Palo Alto, CA 94303 | DLA Piper LLP (US) is part of DLA Piper, a global law firm, operating through various separate and distinct legal
entities. Further details of these entities can be found at www.dlapiper.com | Attorney Advertising | MRS000124467
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From “Crypto
Winter” to #DeFi:
A Year of Loss, BUIDLing,
and Opportunity
By Michael Casey
Chairman, CoinDesk Advisory Board
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W

hatever transpires
at this year’s Consensus conference, it’s safe to say it will be
nothing like last year’s.
In May 2018, a number of
crypto millionaires chose
Consensus and New York
Blockchain Week to show
the fruits they’d taken from
a crazy price bubble that
ended four months earlier. Though they represented a small
minority of attendees, their ostentatious displays of Lamborghinis and decadent all-night boat parties had outsized
influence on how observers perceived the tone of the event.

Some of it was justified – one research paper suggested
that more than three thirds of initial coin offerings (ICOs)
were scams. But at times the mainstream criticism during
the downturn was as extreme as the crypto hype had been
during the bubble period. The economist Nouriel Roubini
made an art form out of his profanity-laced attacks on all
things and all people associated with the sector.
Sadly, headlines around both ICOs and poorly managed
cryptocurrency exchanges last year often reinforced this
all-too-common misconception of the technology and its
advocates as farce.

In November the Securities and Exchange Commission fined
boxer Floyd Mayweather and DJ Khaled for not disclosing that they’d been paid to promote an ICO by a company
called Centra Tech, whose founders were indicted for fraud.
I for one am relieved that this year’s conference will surely
Throughout the year, questions were constantly raised about
be a more subdued affair. It means we can discuss protocol
whether tether, the stablecoin used by numerous exchangdevelopments, new applications, business models and reges to manage their crypto and fiat floats, was sufficiently
ulatory actions in a setting that lets the mainstream media
backed by reserves to sustain its one-to-one peg to the
focus on the topic at hand, without falling for the voyeuristic
dollar. And later in 2018, the collapse of Canadian exchange
distractions of a “Housewives of Crypto”
QuadrigaCX, which
show playing in the wings.
lost $190 million of
[I]f we use the past two Consensus events as book ends
customer funds after
for a 12-month review, we can look back on the past year
In fact, if we use the past two Consenits founder, Gerald
– dubbed by many as the “Crypto Winter” -- and satissus events as book ends for a 12-month
Cotten, died in India,
fyingly conclude that it also included some impressive
review, we can look back on the past
spawned a cottage
progress in blockchain evolution. The post-bubble mantra
year – dubbed by many as the “Crypto
industry of conspiracy
was “BUIDL, not HODL,” and it seems this call to arms was
Winter” -- and satisfyingly conclude
theories on Twitter
that it also included some impressive
taken seriously by “builders” in the crypto community.
and Reddit.
progress in blockchain evolution. The
post-bubble mantra was “BUIDL, not HODL,” and it seems
But there was a silver lining to these failures. They encourthis call to arms was taken seriously by “builders” in the
aged developers to devise solutions to them.
crypto community.
Most importantly, one of the industry’s most nagging probA year that marked the 10-year anniversary of the launch
lems is on the verge of being solved: the risk of relying on
of bitcoin was as exciting as any other in the short but
third-party custodians to carry out asset exchanges.
action-packed world of cryptocurrencies and blockchain
In 2018, the first decentralized exchanges (DEXs) emerged
technology.
based on “atomic swap” technology, which uses smart contracts and multi-signature (multisig) technologies to enable
Learning from Mistakes
seamless, peer-to-peer asset exchanges without any one
This is not to say it wasn’t a tough year.
party having control of both assets at any time. Binance, the
new king of crypto exchanges, is now testing a decentralized
As bitcoin’s price collapsed from its lofty peak of $19,783 in
version of itself.
December 2017 to a low of $3122 a year later, as ether retracted 94% peak-to-tough, and as countless ERC-20 tokens
Meanwhile, Boston startup Arwen announced in January that
that were issued in the prior two years plunged to near
its technology will enable traders to use regular centralized
worthlessness, the crypto community came under a barrage
exchanges to find buyers or sellers for their crypto assets
of criticism.
while maintaining full control over their private keys.
Consensus Magazine
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Similar technologies also underpin the Cosmos project,
which launched its system for decentralized, cross-chain
exchanges of digital assets in March. Along with alternatives
such as Polkadot and Ripple’s Interledger, Cosmos promises
deeper pools of liquidity and scalability as it achieves interoperability across different blockchain ecosystems.
And with tokenization innovators seemingly unfazed by the
ICO flame out, the past year also saw a flurry of new methods for creating new representations of value to move across
these decentralized systems.

Tokens Not Dead
Consider the surging interest in non-fungible tokens. Unlike, say, a bitcoin or a dollar, which is fungible, or perfectly
substitutable for any other bitcoin or dollar, each NFT is
unique. It means that, for the first time, we have a collectible,
provably scarce “thing” of digital value.
Made popular by the 2017 launch of CryptoKitties – a series
of breeding, collectible colorful cats built on the Ethereum
ERC-721 standard – NFTs hit their stride last year as businesses such as gaming companies saw opportunities for
18 Consensus Magazine

trading virtual goods online. MLB Champions, for example,
launched a game with Major League Baseball-licensed collectible digital figurines. There were also some innovative
uses of NFTs for charity, for rewarding environmental actions and as loyalty points. Later in the year, Cryptokitties
founder Dapper Labs tapped $15 million in funding from
VCs including Andreessen Horowitz and Venrock.
Then there was another three-letter acronym: STO – security token offering. With the SEC determining that most, if not
all, ICOs were unregistered securities, a lot of the fundraising efforts gravitated to STOs. These deliberately self-identified as securities subject to regulatory control, which meant
they can’t be sold to the general public without meeting the
SEC’s various reporting and other requirements.
STOs don’t make the same revolutionary claims as the ICO
boom’s “utility token” purveyors – that their tokens aren’t
an investment, but a kind of pre-sold “fuel” that organically regulates a decentralized network. (The SEC wasn’t
convinced: it argued that pretty much all ICOs were securities, at least at the moment of sale.) There’s no such fancy
“crypto-economics” behind STOs. Nonetheless, they have
the capacity to significantly disrupt capital markets.

STOs armed with smart contracts could facilitate automatic,
fully reconciled updates of share registries in both primary and secondary markets. They could render traditional
book-runners such as underwriters obsolete and allow issuers to fractionalize ownership of the assets to tiny stakes.

STOs armed with smart contracts could facilitate automatic, fully reconciled updates of share registries in both
primary and secondary markets. They could render traditional book-runners such as underwriters obsolete and
allow issuers to fractionalize ownership of their assets to
tiny stakes.
And they’ve opened people’s minds to the breadth of assets
that could be securitized: everything from real-estate and
accounts receivable to intellectual property and even rare art.

Lightning
To some crypto enthusiasts, the regulator-friendly STO
movement is a let-down from the radical ideas behind ICOs,
which promised to disintermediate and democratize venture
capital. But there was plenty going on elsewhere last year to
sustain the community’s revolutionaries.
Importantly, we saw the serious launch of the Lightning Network, the off-chain payment channel solution to the scaling
challenges at bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, which
many see as the ideal “Layer 2” route to achieving Satoshi
Nakamoto’s vision of digital cash. A testing version of Lightning formally went live on the bitcoin mainnet in early 2018.
Since then the network has grown to encompass around
8,000 nodes and almost 40,000 channels.
To function at scale, this nascent community must grow
out a network of interlinking channels – essentially, it must
build an economy from scratch. It’s an experimental process, one helped this year by the “Lightning Torch,” a social
media-fueled game in which people passed around a small
but ever-growing pool of bitcoin via Lightning channels.
Members of the bitcoin breakaway community behind Bitcoin Cash (now itself split into competing forked currencies)
mocked Lightning torch carriers for sometimes struggling to
find liquid open channels for otherwise small transactions,
implying that Bitcoin Cash’s core on-chain feature – bigger
blocks – better fulfills “Satoshi’s vision” of peer-to-peer

payments than Lightning’s off-chain approach. It’s too early
to know whether Lightning will succeed, but at least this
process will let us work with data instead of the wild rhetoric
that has until now passed for argument between bitcoin’s
feuding factions.
Meanwhile, among other altcoins, concerns were raised
about 51% attacks. The massive, post-bubble drop in market
prices drove miners of many coins to stop using their ASIC
rigs. This drove down rental rates for mining equipment,
make it comparatively much cheaper to get a majority of the
hashing power and engineer a “deep reorg” of old blocks,
enabling fraudulent double-spend actions. The price drop
made fraud affordable, which spelled trouble for various
proof-of-work blockchains: Bitcoin Gold, Vertcoin, Flo and,
the big one, Ethereum Classic.
Again, however, these attacks encouraged positive technological development, in this case to find additional security against double-spends. New approaches included the
Komodo Platform’s use of bitcoin’s more reliable security
as a backstop to the altcoin’s native consensus security, and
a plan proposed by Flo developers to enlist the user base to
automatically rent hashing power and offset an attacker. The
industry was showing, once again, that what doesn’t kill you
makes you stronger.

Stablecoins and DeFi
The past year was also the year of the stablecoin, where
digital tokens are offered by an entity that pegs their value to
some other asset, typically dollars. There was a crying need
for cryptocurrency exchanges to use an alternative to Tether.
But, more importantly, many see trusted stablecoins as the
missing piece for enterprise blockchain applications that use
fiat-currency mediums of exchange, such as in supply chain
management. These innovations could add a real-time, volatility-free payment rail to systems that until now relied on
the friction-filled banking system for settling cash transfers.
Last year, Gemini, Paxos, a venture-backed startup called
TrustToken, and a consortium founded by Circle and Coinbase all launched stablecoins that back every token issued
with a dollar stored in reserves. Each submitted to being
heavily regulated and argued that because the funds are
stored inside banks insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, users have peace of mind that their
tokens can be redeemed and, by extension, that their oneto-one peg will hold.
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Trading in these stablecoins is growing rapidly, but they may
face competition from alternatives backed by corporates that
leverage giant user bases to create network effects: JPMorgan’s JPM Coin, for example, as well as a widely anticipated
offering from Facebook.
For crypto purists who point to persistent crises in the banking
system as a reminder of the risks of third-party backers, these
reserve systems are all flawed. The alternative, some argue, is
for algorithmic stablecoins. This is not easy to achieve, partly
because hackers could build competing algorithms to put algorithmic stablecoins’ smart contracts under stress. Nonetheless,
a number of complex math solutions are giving it a shot.
One early offering, Basis, disbanded in December as its model, which involved the automatic issuance of interest-earning
“bonds” to regulate monetary supply, faced insurmountable
regulatory hurdles. But the one that has caught everyone’s
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attention is Dai, the stablecoin at the heart of MakerDAO, the
Ethereum-based cryptocurrency credit project.
MakerDAO is more than a stablecoin project. It’s generating crypto-collateralized loans and has given rise to the
fascinating new world of decentralized finance, or #DeFi.
Along with the “staking as a service,” in which custodians
essentially pay their clients interest on coins that are used
to seek block rewards in the validation of proof-of-stake
blockchains, #DeFi is giving shape to an unchartered system of new money creation on top of a base cryptocurrency
infrastructure. It portends huge potential for frictionless
financial access – as well as undeniable risks, with parallels
being drawn to systemic crises in traditional finance.
Who knows where it all goes. Either way, it will no
doubt provide great fodder for the 2020 Consensus year
in review.

Scaling Governance:
Too Full to Fail
By Pindar Wong,
Chairman, VeriFi

F

rom ethereum’s
conflicted handling
of The DAO attack,
to bitcoin’s block size “civil
war,” to the new staking,
baking and voting models
for upgrading protocols and
electing delegates in more
recent blockchain projects,
“governance” has long been
a heated topic in blockchain
communities.

As pressure for capacity
upgrades has grown along with blockchain adoption, communities have struggled to find an idealized “decentralized governance” model for agreeing on code changes and
software forks.
The difficulty is understandable. After all, the very idea of
blockchain governance can seem like a paradox wrapped
in a dilemma. The paradox: “How do you change something
which is ‘immutable’?” The dilemma: “In choosing between
a hard fork or soft fork: do you split the very value of using
a blockchain in the first place?”.

I used to characterize the distinct approaches to these fundamental questions as either “on-chain” governance, where
code change negotiations are baked into the protocol’s
consensus mechanisms (Decred, DFINITY, EOS, Tezos), or
“off-chain” governance (bitcoin, ethereum), where upgrade
proposals are negotiated offline before being implemented. (Within the latter camp I also saw further division, as
some, particularly in the bitcoin community, forswear any
form of off-chain governance at all.)
I say “used to” because I no longer think it’s productive
to address this puzzle in purely ‘decentralized’ or ‘governance’ terms. Learning from the confusion and heartache
of the past 20 years in which governments -- the traditional, offline kind -- have struggled to understand who “governs the Internet,” I think we need to change the taxonomy.
I suggest substituting “polycentric” for “decentralized,”
and “stewardship” for “governance.”

Decentralized Governance: ‘Polycentric
Stewardship’
While authorities took years to understand what ‘Internet
Governance’ meant, billions of hosts and multiple “stakeholders” continued to come online worldwide. This meant
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Learning from the confusion and heartache of the past 20
years in which governments -- the traditional, offline kind -have struggled to understand who “governs the Internet,” I
think we need to change the taxonomy. I suggest substituting “polycentric” for “decentralized,” and “stewardship”
for “governance.”
that, much like blockchain technology, the Internet had
its own “scaling issues.” We didn’t run out of blockweight
or block gas limit, but we did run out of numbers to name
each network interface (IPv4 address exhaustion).
In addressing these challenges, a complex ecosystem of
stewardship emerged, almost organically. The Internet’s
governance came to comprise many independent but

interrelated groups, each managing the development of
distinctly different but equally important protocols.
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) stewarded the
core internet protocols that connect hosts on the network
(TCP/IP, BGP, HTTPS); the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) stewarded the standards for the Web (HTML); and
the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN) stewarded the Domain Name System (DNS), to
name but a few groups. Today, the Internet is not a single
complex legal protocol agreed to by 195 nation states, but a
mix of technical protocols that are voluntarily adopted by
over 70,000 Autonomous Systems(AS): each of which independently operates its own network.
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This complexity in the stewardship ecosystem evolved
as the demand for online commercial services generated it’s many scaling challenges. But while it meant there
would be no single centralized body responsible for all
the policies and protocols that Internet users’ rely upon, it
did leave a concentration of authority within each group.
Each organically evolved its own distinct culture and
community norms, its form, to follow its unique function
and pursue a common goal of stewarding the development of specific protocols and policy standards. Together,
these groups now comprise a “polycentralized” ecosystem, having many centers.
I see blockchain protocol development following a similar
trajectory, with complexity growing as networks become

more layered (e.g. the Lightning Network), as different
consensus algorithms develop, and as different kinds of
specific blockchain hardware such as hardware wallets
are deployed. While it’s true that the overall blockchain
ecosystem is “not centralized” -- that it lacks an overarching center of power or control -- I would argue that it is
already polycentralized. As such, it’s not helpful to fixate on
a “decentralized” ideal.

Immutability and Immunity
How then can we also frame and simplify reasoning about
the different roles, and complex interests, within a single
family of blockchain protocols? For example, between bit-

coin’s multiple stakeholders: developers, exchange operators, full-node operators, miners and end-users.

and other related resources such as computation power in
the same vein, as CPRs.

One lesson I learned from helping organise the 2015 “Scaling Bitcoin” workshops was that thoughtful protocol
designers gave careful attention to the overall sustainability of an immutable blockchain. They sought to address
not only classic computational “space and time” tradeoffs,
such as how to process an “optimally malicious block,” but
also more specific concerns with how transaction costs are
externalised to the network -- for example, how to manage
the unspent transaction output (UTXO) set.

Before Ostrom’s research, it was thought that the only way to
sustainably steward such resources was either by establishing private property rights or with government regulation.

In 2016, I shared my learning at the MIT Bitcoin Expo, but
at that time I still felt that the rough and tumble of divisive
debate and stressful challenges to the network would only
make the bitcoin protocol and community more robust and
immune to future challenges. Drawing parallels with the
evolution of biological systems and the herd immunity they
develop in response to persistent threats, I concluded that
bitcoin’s “antifragile” framework was working.
Unfortunately, I didn’t then have a more thorough way of
reasoning what a “healthy” -- i.e. sustainable -- network
should look like. There was no mathematical theory for
measuring an ecosystem’s sustainability. So, I wasn’t seeWhile it’s true that the overall blockchain ecosystem is “not
centralized” -- that it lacks an overarching center of power
or control -- I would argue that it is already polycentralized.
As such, it’s not helpful to fixate on a “decentralized” ideal.
ing the overall picture and missing some of the ecosystem’s
more fundamental governance challenges.
I now believe that the foundational work of Nobel economist Elinor Ostrom and euro architect Bernard Lietaer,
both recently deceased, may point the way forward, to
better frame discussions so that we can ask the right questions at the right time, measure what should be measured,
and respond accordingly.

Blockchain: A Common-Pool Resource
Ostrom, who passed away in 2012, studied what economists
call ‘common-pool resources’ (CPR), such as pastures for
grazing or water for irrigation, all of which risk contention
and overexploitation if overused. I think it is helpful to consider blockchain transaction capacity, the blockchain itself,

After studying hundred of cases of sustainable CPRs worldwide, Ostrom found that complex systems aren’t necessarily
“chaotic” by default. She found sustainable CPRs -- in Maine
lobster fishermen’s common governance of their fishery,
for example -- and discovered a third way was possible.
She identified eight helpful common ‘design principles’ for
managing sustainable CPRs, together with two frameworks
for reasoning: the Institutional Analysis and Design (IAD)
and the Social-Ecological Systems (SES) Frameworks.
I find Ostrom’s frameworks fruitful for thinking about the
tradeoffs between different blockchain CPRs: collective
bandwidth, memory, disk and computational capacity, etc.
Though the mapping is not exact, or one-to-one, I believe it
can help future researchers develop common design principles in blockchain incentive design.
Ostrom’s IAD and SES frameworks are not enough alone.
They might help us ask the right questions and compare
sustainability of different blockchain ecosystems, but how
does one actually measure it for a blockchain network?
Here the late Bernard Lietaer has much to offer.

Blockchain: A Complex Adaptive
Flow Network
Lietaer, who died earlier this year, co-designed and implemented the European currency system’s convergence
mechanism, making him, in many respects, a key architect of the euro. He was a monetary scholar and wrote four
books on the future of money. He also did pioneering work
in the pre-cryptocurrency field of “complementary currencies” and in 2017 was named Chief Monetary Architect of
the Bancor Protocol Foundation, which oversees the ethereum-based Bancor liquidity network for token convertibility.
Lietaer’s definition of money as “an agreement within a
community to use something standardized as a medium of
exchange” is among my favorites. Most importantly, he and
Robert E. Ulanowicz developed a single metric for measuring the sustainability of “complex adaptive flow networks,”
such as those that exist in flows of nutrients in nature or
financial flows in economic networks.
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The practical takeaway from a lifetime of studying real
life ecosystems is that there appears to be only a small
“window of viability” between optimizing a sustainable
network for greater resiliency and greater throughput. In
the case of a “monoculture in money,” the implication is
that a small handful of different kinds of money are needed
for optimal sustainability. This bodes well for the wider
adoption of cryptocurrencies.

A New Rulebook
Like a sixth sense, I see ‘dead’ governance models everywhere, all laid waste by the collision of two worlds: the
world of borderless networks, as embodied in the Internet,
and the world of bordered nations. From Facebook’s crisis,
which prompted its CEO to cry that “The Internet Needs
New Rules,” to the UK’s Brexit crisis, it’s clear that a new
stewardship rulebook is required.
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With their capacity to automatically enforce rules across
a borderless network, blockchain protocols offer potential
solutions to these deep-seated problems. But if their own
governance challenges prevent them from scaling beyond
their current capacity limits, that opportunity will be lost.
When addressing such challenges, we need to design blockchain ecosystems as sustainable common-pool resources.
It’s this third-way approach to negotiating complex competing interests -- neither chaos nor centralized control
-- that will allow blockchains to sustainably scale into
becoming a vital element of humanity’s economic future.
Our future is decentralized not disorganised, our future is
polycentric.

Can Bitcoin Win the Digital
Payments “Gauge War?”
By Simon Johnson
Ronald A. Kurtz Professor of Entrepreneurship,
MIT Sloan School of Management

T

he promise and potential of bitcoin as a technology is frequently described in terms of a platform.
On top of bitcoin’s permissionless blockchain, the
argument goes, all kinds of things could be built to reduce
the power and profit of trusted intermediaries. If you fear
and resent monopolies, particularly those that are becoming more obnoxious as the digital age progresses, this is an
alluring future.
It may also be an illusion. Not only are the use cases so far
rather limited, but increasingly implementations – upon
closer inspection – turn out to be “permissioned” blockchains, which are actually some form of relatively centralized shared database controlled by trusted intermediaries.
The terminology and rhetoric may have changed, for activities such as organizing supply chains or clearing financial
transactions, but the reality looks remarkably similar to

what existed before bitcoin was invented. Bitcoin’s arrival, and the disruptive potential it vaguely represented,
seemed to goad various industries into exploring an old
form of distributed database technology. But this is hardly
a revolution.
Will bitcoin ever have a more meaningful impact on society
than this? Before we ponder that more deeply, let’s pause
and reflect on what definitely already exists. Bitcoin has
proved to be a remarkably robust means of making certain
kinds of payments. It is also a store of value, albeit one that
is highly volatile. Of course, bitcoin has also spawned a
variety of other cryptocurrencies, which range from being
reasonable propositions to completely unappealing.
In speculating on whether bitcoin and its imitators can
progress beyond these modest beginnings, one important
historical analogy is useful: the development of railways in
the UK. Some initial railways were highly profitable (e.g.,
the Liverpool-Manchester line) and others were miracles
of engineering (the Great Western) but in various senses less successful. Many of them were more humdrum.
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There was excessive competition in what became known as
“The Gauge War,” as well as crazy moments of speculation
and plenty of outright fraud. It was the first big capitalist
boom, and it set the tone for pretty much everything else
that followed.

A Case Study in Disruption
What did railways really accomplish? There were three
major impacts, some but not all of which were clear at
the beginning.

The response on the roads side was quite different. Over
time, road surfaces improved a great deal. And the internal combustion engine, which gave rise to the automobile, proved to be a technological shift just as profound as
putting a steam engine on wheels. Nothing lasts forever, as
the owners of railway company stock discovered.
Take all of this back to bitcoin and assume that only the
narrow version survives – solely a payments system. This
could still be a major potential competitive threat to all
forms of financial gatekeeper, but only insofar as bitcoin
can outcompete its rivals among other means of digital
payments. Various companies in this arena are trying to
build railroads – some focused on functionality, others
aiming for more elegant solutions. But for the customer, it’s
just about getting from A to B fastest at the lowest cost.

First, railways broke the grip that canals had on the movement of heavy goods. Turnpikes, or toll roads, were fine for
small-scale movement of passengers, but anything heavier
needed to go by barge. Not surprisingly, canal owners were
generally opposed to railway development, spawning fights
that went on for years. This pitched battle was obvious to
You really don’t care how Venmo works, or what happens
everyone who understood the
when you use Apple Pay in a
transportation element in the
cab or receive a confirmation
The terminology and rhetoric may have changed, for
pricing of coal and other tradfrom PayPal, or even how your
activities such as organizing supply chains or clearing
ed goods.
credit card works in a foreign
financial transactions, but the reality looks remarkably
chip & sign system. All you
Second, railways encouraged
similar to what existed before bitcoin was invented.
care about is: did you know
people to travel. The number
Bitcoin’s arrival, and the disruptive potential it vaguely
what the price was going to be,
of people travelling by rail,
represented, seemed to goad various industries into exand could you settle in a way
for example between Liverploring an old form of distributed database technology.
acceptable to both the payee
pool and Manchester, quickly
and you. Various entities are
But this is hardly a revolution
surpassed the number who
holding risk within that payhad been brave enough to take
ments system, but not you – at
a stage coach.
least not in a way that gives
Third, railways created new jobs, but they also destroyed
you any concern. Bitcoin’s opportunity lies in how well it
livelihoods. The people who ran and otherwise benefited
too can enable more seamless, low cost digital transactions
from turnpikes did not do well. Over several decades, railfor people. (I don’t see bitcoin as a rival for cash, which
ways were a net positive on the jobs front – including many
will rise or fall in various societies, depending on whether
occupations that were relatively well-paid (although other
people like immediate anonymous settlement – and how
jobs were most definitely dangerous and underpaid by any
they feel about carrying around physical bundles with that
reasonable metric). The scale and scope of the economic
characteristic.)
and social impact was impressive – and likely a surprise to
most people.
We Go with What Works
Most canals eventually went out of business, but what’s
striking is how long it took. Some waterways remain financially viable at least until the end of the nineteenth century – roughly 60 years after the railway proof of concept
was fully established – even though canal owners had done
nothing new or clever to assure their survival. A canal is a
canal; there’s not much you can do to invest or upgrade this
kind of physical infrastructure.
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How will this shake out? Let’s take a lesson from Isambard Kingdom Brunel, builder of the Great Western Railway. Impressive engineering is good, but interoperability
trumps it. Brunel’s railway had a broader gauge than most
other British lines, but it was eventually forced to adopt
those standard gauges to connect with other lines. In the
end, the network effect prevails – we go with what works
more often and in more places.

Bitcoin may have helped spark the railroad age but there is
no guarantee it will win. In fact, currently it looks more
like the Great Western – gets the job done, but at relatively
high cost in a small community of users, and with features
that can only be regarded as strange. (The oddest part of
the Great Western operation was a century-long contract (!)
that required all London-Bristol trains to stop in Swindon,
where there were monopoly providers of refreshments to
that line. Lesson for crypto developers: long confirmation
times and erratic spikes in transaction fees may seem
attractive to some engineers; to ordinary customers these
are discouraging.)
Bitcoin could still win the competition to provide better,
cheaper, more reliable payments. Recent steps promised
by Bakkt, for example, can be regarded as encouraging
if they bring bitcoin closer to being used in mainstream
commerce (e.g., for Starbucks). And every time I hear about
the Lightning Network from a colleague at MIT, I also feel
that the system is moving in the right direction toward
low-cost, peer-to-peer payments.
Still, remember, the railway customer does not care if the
railway will strengthen or undermine existing landowners
or shake up the structure of power. Similarly, whether particular intermediaries will rise or fall is generally a matter
of some indifference. All that matters is: will the trains run
on time, and how much does it cost to buy a ticket?
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Blockchain’s Adoption Challenge is
a Human Problem, Not Technical
By Maja Vujinovic
Founder and CEO of OGroup

A

s technology infiltrates our lives, a fundamental
conflict is emerging in society, one brought on by
two, intertwined by conflicting forces. On the one
hand, our survival instinct is driving a never-ending race
for efficiency and productivity, or in the case of the crypto
community, for the perfect model, for perfect consensus.
But on other, there is the relentless human search for a
purpose – or as Yuval Harari puts it, to find the “superior,
moral or spiritual plane above the rest of human activity.”
The discoveries generated by the latter often conflict with
the otherwise seemingly “perfect” technology applications
emerging out of the former.
It’s in this context that the broad concept of “blockchain”
matters. Since my very first encounter with it in 2011, and
over the course of my experience as an investor, entrepreneur and corporate executive in this space, I have come to
this realization: blockchain is not a technology. In isolation,
as a model, it will not be the solution to all our problems as
propagated by innumerable hyped-up articles. “Blockchain”
as a concept has the potential to be extraordinarily power28 Consensus Magazine

ful if and only if, we as a society are willing to change our
own direction and purpose.
The core characteristics of
blockchain, with its intent to
generate an ostensibly immutable record of history, a
commonly shared “truth,”
offer us a fresh opportunity
to re-think and re-design
our behavior, to organize our

“There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently
that which should not be done at all.”
— Peter Drucker

decision-making and to reach the heart of our existence. It
forces transparency while highlighting human inefficiencies, bringing to light our propensity to deceive in order to
usurp power. And it highlights that we, the humans in the
middle, stand as the principle obstacles to our efforts to
build the best version of our societies, our companies and
our world.
In short, the principles that underpin blockchain point to a
potential resolution of the conflict that technological change
imposes on our search for meaning. The irony is that if that
potential is to be realized, we must also embark on some
deep soul-searching and enact change from within.

The real obstacle – a megalomaniac culture
One can be forgiven for concluding that those with the
power to organize modern society have imbued it with a
kind of melancholy meaninglessness. We take on jobs that
do little else but shuffle papers, or we move financial line
items from one place to another, often without adding any
productivity or positive outcomes.
We complicate things, we create charts and models and
presentations to uphold our smarts, our egos and most
importantly, our power. Having lived and worked in fourteen different places around the world, I can vouch for the
fact that this power-driven structure, a system that thrives
on fear, is universal. Human society itself needs to change
before technologies and new ideas can have the meaningful
impact we seek. Without that, “blockchain” will be nothing
but a buzzword.

current capitalist system. The success or otherwise of
blockchain solutions is too often framed in terms of the
quarterly results expected by shareholders and by a blind
adherence to the incumbent mode of operation. All of that
puts a block on true innovation.
A small example: When I was at GE, we explored ways to
better utilize the large amounts of electricity that’s generated when the aviation division conducts legally mandated test of its customers’ engines. Most of that electricity
is grounded and left unused. So, we proposed using that
excess power to mine cryptocurrencies as an alternative
means of financing the aviation division. The CEO of that
division nixed the idea. It was too much of a change.
This resistance to change is not just present in the corporate culture of established incumbents. After leaving GE,
I entered the startup crypto world, and there I found that
similar barriers to open, peer-to-peer collaboration exist
within crypto developer communities.
Power, competition and profit motives create these barriers
and lead to a waste of resources, ideas and time. The central issue of self-interest results in a duplication of work.
Ten different companies will tackle the same problem, each

We’re all aware of the resistance to innovation that exists
within companies and other organizations, but we tend
to describe it in clinical, structural terms and so miss the
bigger picture. We need to go deeper. We must address the
underlying fears that guard against meaningful change.
Unless we stop being avaricious, this hype of “blockchain”
will only have random impact in random places. We will be
back to “shuffling,” and this time not of paper but of exabytes and exabytes of data controlled and manipulated by
an exclusive few.

A human problem, not a technological one
The limits to blockchain realizing its potential are typically
described by computer scientists in terms of the “scaling
problem:” that it is too costly to amass the massive amount
of computational power needed to replicate the processing
of all the world’s transactions “on chain” across multiple
nodes. This is indeed a problem, but it’s one that some very
smart people are striving to overcome.
I believe a far greater obstacle to blockchain’s success lies
in our collective lack of imagination and in a generalized
unwillingness to create models that do not feed into the
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developing their own “best versions of blockchain.” They
compete for dominance when a collaborative approach
could better solve the problem at hand.
Technology is not the obstacle here. If blockchain is to scale
to the point where it can be relevant to the existing economy, then, we also need to change the mindset and motives
that drive the crypto startup community. Harnessing the
potential of blockchain is not a technology problem, but a
human one.

Solution - a radical shift in ideology
All is not lost, though.
There is a demand for change swelling in the general
public, one to which all organizations, big and small, must
respond. A zeitgeist against surveillance capitalism is
going to demand that organizations relinquish centralized
control over data and assets, re-empowering users. This
will both force and enable companies to embrace aspects of
decentralization. Evidence of this shift is already emerging
in the rhetoric, if not yet the actions, of social media companies such as Twitter and Facebook, which are talking of
promoting decentralized control of assets and identities, of
privacy, and of peer-to-peer transactions
The right to privacy is a basic human right. We are the
creators of data that is exploited and owned by corporate
giants and the government. In the next generation of the
Internet, we need to shift power from these centralized systems to we who reside at their edges, so that we protect our
data and self-monetize the assets that arise from it. Blockchain potentially has a role to play in this, but only if its own
ego-driven fiefdoms can step aside and collectively work on
standards and systems that are in the common good.
We need to foster the development of a systemized collaborative community to bring about the change we need.
What does that look like in practice? It means we must create pan-company consortia to develop reliable standards
and scaling solutions that aren’t hijacked by special interests inside either corporate incumbents or dominant crypto startups. It means defining a role for government and
civil society in setting the right legal and self-regulatory
framework within which blockchain technology can develop in the common interest. It means educational programs
to enable thought-leaders and doers who demonstrate an
openness and willingness to utilize this technology in creative solutions with a real purpose. And it means exercising
agility, not only in the workspace but also in our mindsets
– to continuously bend, and not break.
It is our responsibility to inspire this ideological change, to
break free of models that optimize only to the demands of
the existing capitalist system, It’s difficult, but it’s doable.
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Wall Street in the wake of the biggest financial crisis in
America in more than seventy years. I could not have predicted at the time that
virtual currencies, DLT and FinTech would become such a
major part of the conversation for our agency. I feel fortunate to have been at the helm during this time to be a
voice in government to quiet some of the fears and calls to
dismiss or squash this new technology.
I recently identified several factors that are challenging the
work of regulators: the extraordinary pace of exponential
technological change, the disintermediation of traditional
actors and business models, and the need for technological
literacy and big data capability.

U.S. Commodity Futures
Trading Commission
Chairman
J. Christopher Giancarlo

T

his will be the last
time I speak to you
from the CFTC.
Nevertheless, before I go,
I wanted to share some
thoughts, which I have
been saving. My five years at the Commission have been
an immense privilege. In the time that I have served, I
have learned a lot about the issues facing America’s farmers, ranchers, producers, energy firms, and other users of
commodity futures who depend on the CFTC-regulated
markets for their risk management needs. It has also been
my honor to work on so many issues close to the hearts
and minds of the crypto community, not least of which are:
virtual currencies, distributed ledger technology (DLT),
and FinTech broadly. I am appreciative for the time I had to
serve as Chairman and especially humbled by the moniker
of “Crypto Dad” that I was given by this fantastic community of vibrant, bright, ambitious people.
I look back on my time at the Commission since first being
sworn in back in 2014, and I marvel at the swift pace of
change in issues facing the agency. When I first joined as a
Commissioner, the CFTC was just coming off five intense
years of feverishly writing Dodd-Frank rules to reform

I said that the CFTC’s response to rapidly changing markets and technological developments, including blockchain
technology and cryptocurrencies, is built upon the following four cornerstones:
• adopting an “exponential growth mindset” that anticipates the rapid pace of technological innovation and the
need for appropriate regulatory response;
• becoming a “quantitative regulator” able to conduct
independent market data analysis across different data
sources, including decentralized blockchains and networks, without being reliant on self-regulatory organizations and market intermediaries;
• embracing “market-based solutions” to determine the
value of technological innovations, as we witnessed with
the launch of crypto-asset-based futures products; and
• establishing an internal FinTech Stakeholder to address
the opportunities and challenges that FinTech presents
and manage the ever-present tension between innovation
and regulation.
With this audience, I never needed to make the argument
that the 21st century digital transformation is well underway – you already knew that, because you are the leaders of
this change. Therefore, it comes as no surprise to this audience that, just as our lives are being transformed, so the
world’s trading markets are going through the same digital
revolution from analog to digital, from human to algorithmic trading and from stand-alone centers to interconnected trading webs. Emerging digital technologies are impacting trading markets and the entire financial landscape
with far ranging implications for capital formation and
risk transfer. It has been a core belief during my tenure as
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Chairman that in order for the CFTC to remain an effective regulator, it must keep pace with these changes, or
our regulations will become outdated and ineffective. I am
pleased to say that over the last two years, the CFTC has
been no bystander to the digitization of modern markets.
Many of you have already met with LabCFTC, the initiative
we launched to put our agency at the forefront of the digital
transformation, so that we could be more accessible to
market innovators, as well as more proactive in our understanding new technologies. Since it was launched two years
ago, LabCFTC has had over 250 separate interactions with
innovators big and small. It conducts “lab hours” in places
where innovators work: from Silicon Valley, California to
Silicon Hills, Texas and from the South Bank of London to
Singapore Center. LabCFTC is not a “sandbox.” It does not
try to pick winners from losers. Instead, LabCFTC provides us both an internal and external technological focus.
Internally, it means explaining technology innovation to
agency staff and other regulators and advocating for technology adoption. Externally, that means reaching out and
learning about technological change and market evolution,
while providing a dedicated liaison to innovators. I am
proud to say that LabCFTC has become a category leader.
Every US federal financial regulator has either created or is
creating a program similar to it.
In a few more weeks the world will mark the 500th anniversary of the death of Leonardo Da Vinci. One of the
powerful lasting figures of the Renaissance his cross disciplinary genius gave us art, architecture, and invention. Da
Vinci was uniquely gifted and positioned in history to be
present at a time when people’s thinking around life moved
from something that had to be short and brutish towards
something that could be enjoyable. The Renaissance was a
time of education and study when people attempted to improve the world through the power of ideas. I do not think
I am being too bold when I say that we are in such a time
again. A boldness to innovate is at the center of the technology revolutions of big data, DLT, and AI. The combination of these technologies, and others still yet unimagined,
will standardize and distribute data to market participants
and regulators, while bringing tremendous efficiencies.
These technologies will also bring amazing advances to
other areas of our world as well, such as international
trade, charitable endeavors, health care, social services and
more. I believe we are at a tipping point, where innovation
will help us rise to meet our greatest challenges.
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As we consider potential solutions to these great challenges, I think it’s important to view them through the prism
of an enduring ideal, which is the value proposition of free
market capitalism. The proposition is that broad and sustained prosperity generally occurs wherever in the world
there are open and competitive markets, free of political
interference, combined with free enterprise, personal
choice, voluntary exchange and legal protection of person
and property. Free markets and innovation are natural
partners in this respect.
Under free market capitalism, well-regulated and well-ordered trading activity is considered a forum of human
self-expression and economic advancement. Freedom
to act in the marketplace is a part of freedom itself. Billions of consumers, following their own self-interests and
individual needs, make the decisions that direct the future,
not have it directed for them. For an emerging generation
fascinated by crowd sourcing, free capital markets are the
ultimate in crowd sourced decision making.
Free market capitalism is not a source of misery and
oppression; free market capitalism is the antidote. It is
unmatched in alleviating global poverty and unlocking
human potential.
We must disabuse ourselves, our peers, and future generations of the notion that there is anything attractive or
aspirational about political control of markets and human
enterprise. Everywhere it has been tried, it has been a
fraud and a failure. It crushes human liberty and society.
It steals power from individuals and families and gives it
to government and government elites. It enables abuse
by a select few who exercise unbridled power over many.
For innovators, controlled economies are dream destroyers. Free markets should be the natural choice of today’s
innovators, who today are striving to build bright and
better futures.
I personally hope that we can renew faith in free markets
for ourselves and our children. We must not be intimidated, but be confident. With the proper balance of sound
policy, regulatory oversight, private sector innovation and
a little bit of courage, new technologies and global trading
methodologies will lead our markets to evolve in responsible ways, and continue to grow the economy and create a
future of untethered aspiration, a future where creativity
and economic expression is a social good in its own right, a
source of human growth and advancement.
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Yes, You May Need
a Blockchain
Public blockchains solve a key database
problem that cloud providers don’t:
storing shared state
By Balaji Srinivasan
CTO of Coinbase

T

here’s a certain kind
of developer who
states that blockchains are just terrible
databases. As the narrative goes, why not just use
PostgreSQL for your application? It’s mature, robust,
and high performance.
Compared to relational databases, the skeptic claims that
blockchains are just slow, clunky, and expensive databases
that don’t scale.
While some critiques of this critique are already out there
(1, 2), I’d propose a simple one sentence rebuttal: public
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blockchains are useful for storing shared state, particularly
when that shared state represents valuable data that users
want to export /import without error — like their money.

The data export/import problem
Take a look at the cloud diagrams for Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud. There are icons for
load balancers, transcoders, queues, and lambda functions.
There are icons for VPCs and every type of database under
the sun, including the new-ish managed blockchain services (which are distinct from public blockchains, though
potentially useful in some circumstances).
What there isn’t an icon for is shared state between accounts. That is, these cloud diagrams all implicitly assume

These are the types of questions that arise when we think
about data export and import from each entity’s application as a first-class requirement. And (with exceptions
that we’ll get into), in general the answer to these questions
today is typically no.

For most major internet services, there is simply
no financial incentive to enable users to export
their data, let alone to enable competitors to
quickly import said data.
No — different applications typically don’t have interoperable software, or allow their users to easily export/import
their data in a standard form, or give users certainty that
their data wasn’t intentionally tampered with or inadvertently corrupted during all the exporting and importing.
The reason why boils down to incentives. For most major
internet services, there is simply no financial incentive to
enable users to export their data, let alone to enable competitors to quickly import said data. While some call this
the data portability problem, let’s call it the data export/
import problem to focus attention on the specific mechanisms for export and import.

Current approaches to the data
export/import problem

that a single entity and its employees (namely, the entity
with access to the cloud root account) is the only one laying
out the architecture diagram and reading from or writing
to the application it underpins. More precisely, these diagrams typically assume the presence of a single economic
actor, namely the entity paying the cloud bills.
But if we visualize the cloud diagrams for not just one but
one hundred corporate economic actors at a time, some
immediate questions arise. Can these actors interoperate?
Can their users pull their data out and bring it into other
applications? And given that the users are themselves economic actors, if this data represents something of monetary value, can the users be confident that their data wasn’t
modified during all this exporting and importing?

Even though the financial incentives aren’t yet present for a
general solution to the data export/import problem, mechanisms have been created for many important special cases.
These mechanisms include APIs, JSON/PDF/CSV exports,
MBOX files, and (in a banking context) SFTP. Let’s go through
these in turn to understand the current state of affairs.
• APIs. One of the most popular ways to export/import
data is via Application Programing Interfaces, better
known as APIs. Some businesses do let you get some of
your data out, or give you the ability to write data to
your account. But there’s a cost. First, their internal
data format is typically proprietary and not an industry
standard. Second, sometimes the APIs are not central
to their core business and can be turned off. Third,
sometimes the APIs are central to their core business
and the price can be dramatically raised. In general, if
you’re reading or writing to a hosted API, you’re at the
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mercy of the API provider. We call this platform risk,
and being unceremoniously deplatformed has harmed
many a startup.
• JSON. Another, related solution is to allow users or
scripts to download JSON files, or read/write them to
the aforementioned APIs. This is fine as far as it goes,
but JSON is very free form and can describe virtually anything. For example, Facebook’s Graph API and
LinkedIn’s REST API deal with similar things but return
very different JSON results.
• PDF. Another very partial solution is to allow users to
export a PDF. This works for documents, as PDF is an
open standard that can be read by other applications
like Preview, Adobe Acrobat, Google Drive, Dropbox,
and so on. But a PDF is meant to be an end product, to
be read by a human. It’s not meant to be an input to any
application besides a PDF viewer.
• CSV. The humble comma separated value file gets
closer to what we want for a general solution to the data
import/export problem. Unlike the backend of a proprietary API, CSV is a standard format described by RFC
4180. Unlike JSON, which can represent almost anything, a CSV typically represents just a table. And unlike
a PDF, a CSV can typically be edited locally by a user via
a spreadsheet or used as machine-readable input to a
local or cloud application. Because most kinds of data
can be represented in a relational database, and because
relational databases can usually be exported as a set of
possibly gigantic CSVs, it’s also pretty general.
However, CSVs are disadvantaged in a few ways. First, unlike a proprietary API, they aren’t hosted. That is, there’s no
single canonical place to read or write a CSV representing
(say) a record of transactions or a table of map metadata.
Second, CSVs aren’t tamper resistant. If a user exports
a record of transactions from service A, modifies it, and
reuploads it to service B, the second service would be none
the wiser. Third, CSVs don’t have built-in integrity checks
to protect against inadvertent error. For example, the columns of a CSV don’t have explicit type information, which
means that a column containing the months of the year
from 1-12 could have its type auto-converted upon import
into a simple integer, causing confusion.
• MBOX. While less well known than CSV, the MBOX
format for representing collections of email messages
is the closest thing out there to a standardized data

structure built for import and export between major
platforms and independent applications alike. Indeed,
there have been papers proposing the use of MBOX in
contexts outside of email. While CSV represents tabular
data, MBOX represents a type of log-structured data. It’s
essentially a single huge plain text file of email messages
in chronological order, but can also represent images/
file attachments via MIME. Like CSV, MBOX files are an
open standard, and can be exported, edited locally, and
reimported. And like CSV, MBOX has the disadvantages
of no canonical host or intrinsic data integrity check.
• SFTP. Before we move on, there’s one more data
export/import mechanism that deserves mention: the
secure file transfer protocol, or SFTP. While venerable, this is actually the way that individuals send ACH
payments back and forth to each other. Essentially,
financial institutions use SFTP servers to take in electronic transaction data in specially formatted files and
transmit it to the Federal Reserve each day to sync ACH
debits and credits with each other (see here, here, here,
and here).
Each of these mechanisms is widely used. But they are
insufficient for enabling the general case of tamper-resistant import and export of valuable data between arbitrary
economic actors — whether they be corporate entities, individual users, or headless scripts. For that we need public
blockchains.

Public blockchains enable shared state by
incentivizing interoperability
Public blockchains convert many types of data import/
export problems into a general class of shared state problems. And they do so in part by incorporating many of the
best features of the mechanisms described above.
• Public blockchains provide canonical methods for
read/write access like a hosted corporate API, but without the same platform risk. No single economic actor
can shut down or deny service to clients of a decentralized public blockchain like Bitcoin or Ethereum.
• They also enable individual users to export critical
data to their local computer or to a new application like
JSON/CSV/MBOX (either by sending out funds or exporting private keys) while providing cryptographic guarantees of data integrity.

Because the data associated with a public blockchain
represents something of monetary value, it finally delivers
the financial incentive for interoperability.
• They provide a means for arbitrary economic actors
(whether corporations, individual users, or programs)
to seamlessly interoperate. Every economic actor who
reads from a public blockchain sees the same result,
and any economic actor with sufficient funds can write
to a public blockchain in the same way. No account setup is necessary and no actor can be blocked from read/
write access.
• And perhaps most importantly, public blockchains
give financial incentives for interoperability and data
integrity.
This last point deserves elaboration. A public blockchain
like Bitcoin or Ethereum typically records the transfer of
things of monetary value. This thing could be the intrinsic
cryptocurrency of the chain, a token issued on top of the
chain, or another kind of digital asset.
Because the data associated with a public blockchain represents something of monetary value, it finally delivers the
financial incentive for interoperability.
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After all, any web or mobile app that wants to receive (say)
BTC must honor the Bitcoin blockchain’s conventions.
Indeed, the application developers would have no choice
due to the fact that Bitcoin by design has a single, canonical
longest proof-of-work chain with cryptographic validation
of every block in that chain. So that’s the financial incentive
for import.
As for the incentive for export, when it comes to money in
particular, users demand the ability to export with complete fidelity, and very quickly. It’s not their old cat pics,
which they might be ok with losing track of due to inconvenience or technical issues. It’s their money, their Bitcoin,
their cryptocurrency. Any application that holds it must
make it available for export when they want to withdraw it,
whether that means supporting send functionality, offering private key backups, or both. If not, the application is
unlikely to ever receive deposits in the first place. So that’s
the financial incentive for export.
Thus, a public blockchain economically incentivizes every economic actor that interacts with it to use the same
import/export format as every other actor, whether they
be corporation, user, or program. Put another way, public
blockchains are the next step after open source, as they provide open data. Anyone can code their own block explorer
by reading from a public blockchain, and anyone can create
their own wallet capable of writing to a public blockchain.
That’s a real breakthrough. We’ve now got a reliable way
to incentivize the use of shared state, to simultaneously
allow millions of individuals and companies access to read
from (and thousands to write to) the same data store while
enforcing a common standard and maintaining high confidence in the integrity of the data.
This is very different from the status quo. You typically don’t share the root password to your database on the
internet, because a database that allows anyone to read/
write to it usually gets corrupted. Public blockchains solve
this problem with cryptography rather than permissions,
greatly increasing the number of simultaneous users.
It’s true that today public blockchains are typically focused
on monetary and financial applications, where the underlying dataset represents an append-only transaction history
with immutable records. That does limit their generality,
in terms of addressing all the different versions of the data
import/export problem. But there’s ongoing development
on public blockchain versions of things like OpenStreet38 Consensus Magazine

[T]here’s no reason one can’t put a SQL layer on top of a
public blockchain to work with the shared state it affords,
just like an old-fashioned relational database. This results
in a new type of database with no privileged owner, where
all seven billion humans on the planet (and their scripts!)
are authorized users, and which can be written to by any
entity with sufficient funds.
Maps, Wikipedia, and Twitter as well as systems like
Filecoin/IPFS. These wouldn’t just represent records of
financial transactions where immutability was a requirement, but could represent other types of data (like map or
encyclopedia entries) that would be routinely updated.
Done right, these newer types of public blockchain-based
systems may allow any economic actor with sufficient
funds and/or cryptographic credentials to not just read and
write but also edit their own records while preserving data
integrity. Given this capability, there’s no reason one can’t
put a SQL layer on top of a public blockchain to work with
the shared state it affords, just like an old-fashioned relational database. This results in a new type of database with
no privileged owner, where all seven billion humans on the
planet (and their scripts!) are authorized users, and which
can be written to by any entity with sufficient funds.
That day isn’t here yet. It remains to see how far we can
push the use cases for public chains. And scaling challenges
abound. But hopefully it’s clear that while public blockchains
are indeed a new kind of database, they offer something
quite different than what a traditional database offers.

Decentralized
Computing:
Moving Beyond
“The Blockchain
is the App”
By Mic Bowman
Senior Principal Engineer,
Intel Corporation

F

our autonomous
vehicles arrive at
an intersection.
Who gets to go first?

Yeah, this sounds like
the beginning of a bad
joke, but the problem is
very real, and surprisingly difficult. The solution lies in decentralized computing, an emerging field that will likely involve blockchains,
along with a host of other technologies. To understand the
problems it tries to solve, let’s dig deeper into this suburban impasse…
If we assume there’s no static infrastructure-- for example, a traffic beacon – to arbitrate the intersection, the
vehicles will have to negotiate a solution using only their
in-vehicle computation capacity. What would the computer’s instructions be? Well, there are some general societal
rules to go by: no one wants an accident; they all want to
get through the intersection as quickly as possible; and
there is some notion of “fairness” (“really, I got here first so
I get to go first!”). All this sounds more or less doable except that the vehicles might be augmented with a “little red

button” that cheats the negotiation in order to get through
first. (Seriously, if you were late for work, you’d push the
button, right?).
From a systems architecture perspective, though, there are
big problems with this scenario. Here are some: there’s no
central authority deciding which car goes in which order.
Second, the only infrastructure available for computation
resides in the cars; that is, resources are dynamically allocated for the computation. Third, every driver is motivated
by objectives that will drive their vehicle’s computation,
and while some objectives – such as getting through the
intersection without an accident – are shared by all, some
goals will be unique to the individual. (I’m late, so let me
through first!).
It is this last characteristic that makes decentralized computing so challenging.

Applications and Challenges
Cryptocurrencies are the best established applications of
decentralized computing. But there are many others. In
most cases, blockchains, which function as a decentralized, consensus-based alternative to trusting a centralized
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authority, will likely play a key role. Yet blockchains are
useless on their own. For decentralized computing to work,
blockchains must intersect with other solutions.
One much discussed decentralized computing application
is provenance in supply chains. Walmart recently announced that all its food suppliers must upload their data
to a blockchain-based system so that users can monitor
the supply chain for contaminated food. Similar ideas are
being applied to tracking conflict-free minerals.

In these provenance cases, the blockchain is a critical component, but by no means the only one. As I discussed in last
year’s Consensus Magazine, while a blockchain can provide
persistent and transparent transactional management,
storage and updates of data, the ability to track provenance
also requires efficient, high integrity data entry. The quality of the blockchain’s monitoring is only as good as the data
collected. Without proper oversight, data entry (for example. through sensor and telemetry data) may be manipulated by a malicious participant to misrepresent provenance.
Supply chain applications also demonstrate the importance
of confidentiality and privacy of data because, at the core,
they are about cross-organizational access to shared data.
Queries on the data like “where did this lettuce come from?”
are relatively uncontroversial and, in most circumstances,
consistent with the shared objectives of the participants.
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Others are more conflicted, however, and it’s those that expose the difficulties in managing confidentiality in decentralized systems. Can a supplier prove, for example, that it
can meet delivery requirements without exposing otherwise
confidential details of its internal operations?
Herein lies a core problem for decentralized computing:
how to perform network-wide computation on confidential
data without exposing the details of that confidential information to the group.

Herein lies a core problem for decentralized
computing: how to perform network-wide
computation on confidential data without
exposing the details of that confidential
information to the group.
Consider the challenges with genomic data. With researchers searching for cures to diseases, there’s tremendous
societal and potentially business value in performing computations across the broadest possible set of genomic data
sources, sources that are often created, managed or owned
by different organizations. However, each database contains data that’s both highly valuable as intellectual property and restricted by regulations protecting the privacy of
the individual contributors of that genomic data. Dilemma.

Or we could just return to our autonomous vehicles, which
are probably still sitting at the intersection. (“You go first.”
“No, you go first”, “No, YOU go first”). A recent requirement
for operating an AV is that it must have a “black box” that
records telemetry data that can be used to analyze past behavior – for example, to determine the cause of an accident.
This is basically the same role that a black box plays in an
airplane – with one key difference: an airplane is largely by
itself in the sky, whereas an autonomous vehicle is con-

[A} blockchain provides great value because
it, in effect, becomes a technology-based,
trusted third party that can arbitrate multi-party
protocols. Still, we must address many other
challenges before we can realize general
purpose decentralized computing
tinuously interacting with other (potentially autonomous)
vehicles. The black box in one vehicle provides a single
historical perspective. It does not, however, provide insight
into the actions or decisions of the other autonomous vehicles on the road. All of this is complicated by adversarial
machine learning, which could create a new attack vector
for autonomous vehicles. How can a computer relying on a
simple, local record of telemetry data differentiate between
an internal error made by the autonomous vehicle, an external attack on the vehicle’s telemetry, or the actions of a
malicious participant in the coordination protocol?
Ideally, to provide an attack-resistant history of the vehicle’s behavior, the black box would confirm the vehicle’s
telemetry data with that of nearby vehicles as well as information about interactions with those vehicles – a full, system-wide snapshot, in other words. And that just returns
us to the problem of doing computation with confidential
information from untrusted sources.

Treating The Blockchain as the Trust anchor
The Internet of Things will demand decentralized applications. But building non-trivial versions of them is hard.
Relatively straightforward problems like deterministic fair
exchange between two parties is known to be impossible
without a trusted third party to arbitrate the interaction.
Here, a blockchain provides great value because it, in effect,
becomes a technology-based, trusted third party that can
arbitrate multi-party protocols. Still, we must address

many other challenges before we can realize general purpose decentralized computing.
In part, getting there requires a transition from “blockchain is the application” to “blockchain is the trust anchor”.
It’s a transition that we’re already seeing in bitcoin. For
example, the Lightning Network moves the management
of bitcoin transactions into an off-chain channel created
by a pair of participants who will only close their balances
to the blockchain if there is an off-chain dispute. Thus the
blockchain functions as the trust anchor while the Lightning Network is the decentralized application.
Meanwhile, Thunderella, a consensus algorithm developed
at Cornell University, achieves substantial performance improvement by combining an optimistic, high-performance
“off-chain” consensus protocol with a synchronous slow
path that uses a traditional blockchain consensus protocol
as a fallback trust anchor when optimistic assumptions fail.
In this case, the underlying blockchain’s role is to publish
evidence that the optimistic assumptions no longer hold
and to reset inconsistent views.
Our own work on Private Data Objects, a Hyperledger Labs
project to explore decentralized computing models, splits
contract execution into an off-chain component that performs the actual computation, and an on-chain component
that simply ensures an ordering of updates that respects
dependencies between contract objects. Thus, intuitively, the
blockchain serves as a decentralized commit/coordination
log for database updates.

Confronting the Confidentiality Challenge
How to scale this and protect confidentiality? Well, one approach requires us to recognize that balancing the tensions
between shared and individual objectives is simplified if
we broaden our notions of successful computation. Under
the principle of differential privacy, we can dial down, or
“fuzz,” the required accuracy of a database to preserve
confidentiality. For example, we might convert a precise
result like “the delivery truck is at 4th and Wilshire” into
something less definitive like “the delivery truck will arrive
in about 10 minutes”.
Consider how this concept -- where some objectives must
be met for success while others are “fuzzed” to complete
the computation – might apply to our autonomous vehicles.
It might not be necessary that the first vehicle to arrive at
the intersection be the first one through the intersection
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so long as there aren’t accidents and that it can continue to
its destination in good time. Fairness and first-come-firstthrough remain the objectives, but may not be requirements for success.
Other advances in computer science might also help. Privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies using zero-knowledge
proofs (ZKP) such as Zcash and Monero demonstrate the
power of cryptography to enable computation on a privacy-protected sets of data. Still, as of now, developers have
struggled to take this computationally complex technology to the kind of scale that’s needed for general purpose
decentralized computing.
Here, hardware-based trusted execution environments
(TEE) offer a potential alternative. Many modern processors
come with technology to perform computation that guarantees the integrity and confidentiality of computation under
certain circumstances. Examples of shipping products

include TrustZone from ARM, Software Guard Extensions
(SGX) from Intel, and AMD’s Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV). For those more inclined to open hardware
specifications, the Keystone Project from researchers at UC
Berkeley and MIT, seeks to develop an open-source TEE for
the RISC-V processor.
A hardware-based TEE provides a general-purpose
compute environment that addresses performance and
flexibility requirements that limit the applicability of
ZKP technologies. However, hardware-based trust should
not be viewed as a panacea. When it is situated appropriately in the larger security design context it could be an
effective way to execute confidential computation in an
optimistic fashion.
In other words, decentralized computing requires a combination of solutions. I hate to tell them, but those cars stuck
at the intersection are going to have to multitask.

Digital Renminbi: A
Fiat Coin to Make
M0 Great Again
By Dovey Wan
Founding Partner,
Primitive Ventures

C

ontrary to what
many think,
China does not
oppose blockchain
technology. Rather, it
takes issue with bitcoin and other privately issued cryptocurrencies, which it fears
may facilitate financial
fraud and capital
flight. The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) has in fact had an
initiative for issuing a blockchain-based digital renminbi
(RMB) since 2014 , . The project has already generated 71
patents and has initiated a trial operation for an interbank
digital check and billing platform.
If successful, this digital RMB project could expand the central bank’s influence over both the domestic and international economy. It has broad implications for the geopolitics
of money and for the future of private cryptocurrencies such
as bitcoin. To understand the PBOC’s motives, we must first
distinguish between the digitalization of fiat currency and
digital fiat currency. They are not the same thing. Each has a
very different impact on the money supply and on the power
balance between central banks and commercial banks.

The digitization of currency, which stems from the advent
of electronic payment/clearance and mature interbank IT
systems, allows commercial banks to more efficiently and
independently generate the credit flows that expand broad
money supply, or M2. By contrast, digital fiat currency, enabled by blockchain technology, affects the base currency
measure known as M0.
Traditionally, central banks directly control base money
creation/destruction but have only indirect power over the
broader, credit flow-driven monetary supply. Now, with
digital fiat currency, they have the potential to bypass
commercial banks and regain control of currency creation/
supply end to end, thereby structurally centralizing their
power in policymaking. The PBOC’s interest in this solution comes as highly advanced digital payment systems like
Alipay and WeChat have created a cashless and cardless
economy. This is a form of currency digitalization, built
upon a network of commercial bank accounts, operating
at the M2 level of money supply. By contrast, a digital RMB
would be integrated into M0, thus restoring control and
influence to the PBOC. As the Vice President of PBOC Fan
Yifei put it in a public interview: “With the help of technology innovation, we can gradually transit into issuance and
circulation of digital RMB and impose effective supervision
of in the private sector”.
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Setting the stage: Record high M2 supply
and a massive shadow banking economy
From 2007 to 2017, China’s M2 supply grew from 40 trillion RMB to 170 trillion RMB ($25.5 trillion), with an average annual growth rate of 15%, far outpacing the 10%
nominal GDP growth rate over the same period. This
massive expansion is largely due to the excessive issuance
of commercial bank loans, primarily for real estate development, local governments’ infrastructure projects, and
state-owned enterprises. It has led to a highly leveraged
banking system and left a huge debt risk hanging over the
Chinese economy.
What’s more, the measurement of M2 underestimates the
real currency growth rate in China due to shadow banking.
High-yield “wealth management products” and structural deposits offered by banks, as well as internet financing
such as P2P lending, make up a separate financial industry
that’s worth 70 trillion RMB. Wealth management products
alone have grown from a 0.5 trillion RMB industry in 2007
to a whopping 30 trillion in 2017.. These are not counted as
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M2 and are often hard to track due to their being hidden
from bank balance sheets, making it even harder for the
PBOC to manage the Chinese economic cycle.
Current attempts to address the problem largely consist of
more stringent reporting and regulation, but this merely
chases behind the problem rather than stamping it out. To
get ahead of it requires a new financial system altogether. That’s what’s intended with the Digital RMB, a project
that’s conceived of as a means of reasserting monetary
control in the interests of financial stability

Design Methodology
While the PBOC is still considering different possibilities
for network design, it seems likely to be a permissioned
network in which nodes are controlled by the PBOC and
major Chinese banks. This suggests transactions will be
visible to the banks and government, but not to the public.
According to Yao Qian, the head of PBOC Digital Currency
Research Center, the designated PBOC digital currency
system has a few key elements:

• A PBOC- managed private cloud as the IT infrastructure.
• A database on the private cloud to allow the PBOC to
exercise full control over monetary issuance and ledger
management.
• A reserve database accessible by commercial banks,
which can either reside on the PBOC private cloud or on
banks’ own private cloud.
• A digital RMB wallet client, published and maintained by
the PBOC that’s used by all entities and individuals
• A verification center where the PBOC can manage institutional and user identity information.
• A registration center which records the registration of
currency ownership and keeps the ledger of digital currency generation, circulation, and inventory management.
• A big data analysis center used for anti-money laundering, payment behavior analysis, and analysis of regulatory
signals.
Some might wonder why blockchain or distributed ledger
technology (DLT) is needed at all if nodes are not highly
decentralized. The answer is that a blockchain model offers
a better coordination paradigm compared to traditional
currency supply management, which is heavily dependent
on bookkeeping. Blockchain’s tamper-proof nature and
private-key cryptography prevent false transactions and
counterfeiting, while also making it much easier for the
PBOC to manage the circulation flow.

Domestic Impacts s and Beyond
The issuance of a digital RMB will not only make cash and
coinage obsolete (which is already happening in China),

but also make commercial banks and M2 easier to control. It means the PBOC can more effectively control and
regulate an overextended debt market. Thanks to blockchain’s traceability and programmability, it will become
much more difficult to hide banking products and services
from balance sheets. This also allows for easier execution
and more accurate assessment of monetary policy, and
makes the measurement of currency supply, circulation
speed, currency multipliers, and distribution much more
accurate. PBOC can write rules at the code level regarding
where digital RMB can and cannot flow to. If it wants to
cool down the housing market, for example, it can simply
set a program preventing digital RMB from entering the
real estate sector.
As for policing individuals, a person’s spending history and
assets balance are immediately evident on the blockchain,
making it much easier to accurately assess creditworthiness, detect money laundering, and prevent tax evasion
and capital flight. This is, of course, is likely to strengthen
privacy advocates’ already mounting criticisms of China’s

These moves could increase tensions between
US and China and might even force the U.S.
to pursue a similar digital model for the dollar.
We still have a little time before such questions
become pressing.
social credit score model. It’s not clear that such criticism
is having any influence over the government’s thinking
on such matters, however. A digital RMB could even
strengthen China’s influence overseas. If the One Belt One
Road initiative succeeds, a digital, borderless, stable currency could facilitate international trade among its 60-plus
member countries. This, coupled with the fact that China
is the biggest creditor to Venezuela and it holds over 14%
of African countries’ sovereign debt, would position it to
offer a digital RMB as the next reserve currency of emerging-market economies.
This would require those countries to confer to China some
degree of influence over their monetary conditions. Would
they prefer that to their current dependency on the U.S.
Federal Reserve’s dollar?
It’s an open question. But it will be highly synergetic with
China’s rigorous effort of de-dollarization: reducing US
dollar asset in both its foreign exchange reserve, largely
increasing its gold reserve and selling off US treasury debt.
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Either way, these moves could increase tensions between US
and China and might even force the U.S. to pursue a similar
digital model for the dollar. We still have a little time before
such questions become pressing. Even so, change is coming.
According to people working on this initiative, adoption
will come with a great deal of observation and adjustment
over the course of 10 years or more, with experiments in
various use cases starting in “special economic zones” like
the city of Shenzhen. Eventually, the plan is to use incentives such as increasing the transaction cost of cash to push
people towards using digital currency. Cash is expected to
disappear almost entirely.

Chinese government, it’s not hard to see why. Over the long
term, a digital RMB has the potential to make global trade
more efficient and money laundering more difficult.

The next question is: what does this mean for private, decentralized cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin?

Yet, given worldwide concern over surveillance by centralized institutions – both public and private – and the
perennial risk that monetary policy mismanagement could
foster a currency collapse akin to the Venezuelan bolivar,
there’s no reason to believe such programs will kill private
cryptocurrencies. On the contrary, it could boost demand
for them. Anonymous, non-sovereign currencies like Bitcoin or privacy coins become increasingly important in an
environment where government money is closely surveilled
and controlled. What’s more, a programmable fiat digital
currency could provide a seamless fiat-to-crypto on-ramp.

It may seem incongruous that blockchain technology, initially introduced under the ethos of censorship-resistance,
is now being used by central banks to further centralize
their financial power. But from the perspective of the

Ironically, projects such as China’s, in which governments
aim to concentrate control over money, could foster
greater competition from private systems of money such
as bitcoin.
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Shifting Mindsets. Curating Ecosystems.
Transforming Businesses.
We are living through the fourth industrial revolution, or Industry 4.0, which is driving the confluence
of the physical, digital and biological worlds. The disruptive potential of blockchain represents a unique
opportunity for early adopters interested in transforming their businesses, or disrupting their industries.
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), a recognized leader in the blockchain space, recommends a strategic
approach to blockchain adoption, shaped by Business 4.0TM framework and Business Value Delivery Model
(BVDM). These frameworks are uniquely backed by innovation theories and behavioral sciences.
TCS’ Blockchain Services advises enterprises across all industries on the ‘art of possible’ by leveraging
blockchain technology. We facilitate ideation session using design thinking, analyze the ideas and enable
prioritization of strategic innovation bets. We derive business case-backed use cases and execute proof of
value, minimum viable product, and pilot engagements to demonstrate value realization.
Our Quartz Blockchain platform solutions help integrate existing or legacy systems with blockchain solutions
across industries. We help enterprises across the world generate exponential business value by driving
efficiency, transformative and disruptive innovation.
Reach out to us to create and leverage ecosystems to launch new business models.
www.tcs.com/blockchain
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How Blockchain
Enables Life
Experiences We
Care About
By David Kish and Danielle Stanko,
Tata Consultancy Services

According to the US Bureau of Economic Analysis and
McKinsey, the US has witnessed a tectonic shift in spending
over the past few years with 4x more spending devoted to
experiences rather than physical goods . This phenomenon
was first described by B. Joseph Pine II and James H.
Gilmore, who referred to the experience economy as
the next economy following the agrarian economy , the
industrial economy , and the most recent service economy .
Pine and Gilmore argued that businesses must orchestrate
memorable events for their customers, and that memory
itself becomes the product, also called the “experience”.
This shift toward discovering, having and sharing experiences is illustrated by the circular process in Figure 1. Now, hitech platform companies like Alibaba and Tencent (WeChat);
that recognize experiences span multiple companies and
industries; are enriching their retail and social platforms
with cross-industry services which enable them to own and
monetize all facets of a consumer’s experiences throughout life . This aggregation of products around the facets
of a consumer’s life, ( i.e. selling “life experiences”) makes
memorable experiences convenient to buy and share. As this
phenomenon accelerates, the advantage goes to platform
businesses like Alibaba and Tencent whose personalization
algorithms already command the attention of billions of
consumers. We can’t help but think Facebook, Amazon and
Google will soon follow their lead.
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Profit
The profit dimension is largely about cost and convenience
and involves assembling an experience in ways that people benefit or “profit”. Eating involves multiple providers
and industries representing separate facets of our lives.
Providers from the agriculture, consumer goods, grocery,
nutrition, delivery, real estate (events), publishers (recipes),
social media (recommendations), and entertainment industries all potentially play a role in eating. Some components
are aggregated for us in supply chains while others we must
put together. The more components assembled for us in a
convenient, cost effective and personalized way, the more we
benefit or “profit.”

Figure 1: The Experience Economy: Consumers
discover, have and share experiences in a
circular process.

Transcending the personalization algorithm a global imperative
The shift toward fewer and fewer high-tech platforms that
dominate the experience economy creates an existential
threat for any business that operates “below the personalization algorithm”. We see two ways that businesses can
keep pace or surpass this market dynamic. Businesses can
co-create open platform cooperatives as alternatives to the
dominant platforms and/or incorporate new dimensions to
experiences that resonate with consumers and that no single
platform can provide.
As we will demonstrate below, this cooperative approach to
creating multi-dimensional experiences opens up new opportunities for business and resonates with rapidly emerging consumer preferences.

Multi-dimensional experiences
While convenience is what most people expect, younger
generations increasingly care about other aspects of experiences. What are they valuing more? To answer that, we
turned to behavioral psychology. Using a framework similar to Maslow’s hierarchy, we developed our 4P framework
which depicts four dimensions of experience – one that
focuses on what consumers expect – convenience and three
that go beyond that to depict what younger generations value
most – the social aspects of experiences. Collectively, these
four dimensions comprise the opportunity for cooperative
ecosystems to co-create new multi-dimensional life experiences. Let’s illustrate the framework with an experience we
all share – eating.

Figure 2: 4P Experience Framework

People
The people dimension is about feeling connected to others –
people you’re eating with, your social media friends, and the
community in which you live. A great meal is better shared
with friends, physically and virtually. People use social
media before (recommendations), during (live stream) and
after (vlog, photos) an experience. Meals from local providers
would also be valuable since they support the local community. It’s all about connection and community. The profit and
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people dimensions are responsible for the emergence of the
aforementioned life experience aggregators who combine
convenience and connection to cater to emerging consumer
preferences.

Purpose
The purpose and planet dimensions are heavily influenced
by millennials. Recent studies show that “more than 9 in 10
millennials would switch brands to one associated with a
cause,” and that millennials are “prepared to make personal sacrifices to make an impact on issues they care about.”
This dimension recognizes that people care about the impact
their buying decisions have on larger societal issues such as
economic inclusion and human rights. In this dimension,
people care whether a meal is sourced from an economically
inclusive farm cooperative or from providers with transparent and humane working conditions.

Planet
The planet dimension is about the impact an experience has
on the environment and planet. In this dimension, people
value transparency about whether a meal is created sustainably – for example, using sustainable agricultural practices,
minimizing carbon emissions, and reducing waste through a
circular supply chain.
The more transparent and socially oriented experiences
become (i.e. – purpose and planet), the more they require
cooperation to create. As we transition toward these experiences, blockchain is poised to enable a revolutionary new
infrastructure for global transparency and cooperation.

How Blockchain Enables Multi-Dimensional
Life Experience Cooperatives
Two aspects of blockchain technology are crucial for cooperative ecosystems to create multi-dimensional experiences:
1) it creates a level of business transparency not historically
common in the private sector and 2) it enables open cooperation across private, public and social sectors of the economy.
Both aspects of blockchain make our eating experience
example more purposeful. For example, value creators like
farmers often have little power over the global food system
and barely make a living. A blockchain cooperative model
can distribute decision making and ownership more equitably to value creating participants with voting tools and automate agreed upon rules and contribution-based payments
in a way that’s open and transparent to consumers.
These blockchain attributes also support planet-conscious
experiences. Consider geographies with year-round growing
seasons. Creating an optimally sustainable local food system
would require landowners; farmers; agricultural businesses;
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regulators; public utility providers and experts to collaborate across boundaries that we often don’t cross today.
Crossing these boundaries makes it possible to optimize
things like arable land in a community, whether it’s owned
by individuals, government, or businesses. Cross-sector
ecosystems require incentives to focus activities across
disparate organizations. Blockchain can create this with a
common incentive layer governed by smart contracts that
align all participants to a common goal. For participants to
earn these incentives, they will need to submit data verifying their actions. This verification data can also be shared
with consumers to prove that an experience was created in a
planet-conscious way.
Finally, blockchain can enable platform cooperatives that
create a marketplace amenable for multi-dimensional
experiences. Here the rules of platform engagement would
be collectively decided to best support the participants’
needs. This is an opportunity for organizations interested in
competing with the tech giants of today, but along different
dimensions of value that consumers increasingly want in
their experiences.

Conclusion: The new role of business in
community
As we’ve shown above, consumers care about experiences that align with an ever increasingly multi-dimensional
set of values. They want experiences that are convenient,
connected, socially conscious and sustainable. This shift
toward the social aspects of experience represents an enormous business opportunity for those who create value in
cooperative ways. As consumers favor experiences created
in cooperative ecosystems, businesses whose strategies
embrace co-creating social experiences in ecosystems
will create a collaborative advantage over those who operate autonomously and focus solely on personalization and
convenience. While business has historically treated the
economic and social aspects of our lives as separate, rarely
integrating profit making and corporate social responsibility
initiatives, there is opportunity to move beyond this “take
and give back” paradigm to redefine business as the creation
of value in context of community. Jamsetji Tata, founder of
the Tata group, famously noted that the purpose of business is to serve community. Blockchain’s unique capabilities
make that more possible now than ever. Blockchain creates
a new paradigm where profit making and purpose serving
activities become synonymous, where corporations leverage
ecosystems to grow their business and ecosystems leverage
business to serve their purpose. In this symbiotic relationship, a corporation’s livelihood will depend on its reputation
within the ecosystems it serves. That reputation will hinge
on how compelling its purpose, how openly it collaborates,
how transparent its operations, and how sustainable the
products it contributes to the ecosystem.
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SESSION TITLE

START

END

LOCATION

Breakfast

7:00 AM

8:30 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Registration

7:00 AM

5:00 PM

2nd Floor Promenade

VIP Registration (Speakers, Sponsores, Media)

7:00 AM

5:00 PM

Beekman, 2nd Floor

Readme: How to Navigate Construct 2019

8:30 AM

8:40 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Welcome and Opening Remarks

8:30 AM

8:40 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

State of Blockchain

8:40 AM

9:00 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

From Digital Gold to Contract Theory: The Economics of Mainstream Adoption

9:00 AM

9:40 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Lightning Start

9:00 AM

10:30 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Womin's Lounge

9:00 AM

5:00 PM

Sutton Center, 2nd Floor

Cat and Mouse? Securing Digital Assets and the Future of Adoption

9:40 AM

10:10 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Blockchain Technology Strategy for Business - Sponsored by IBM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Understanding U.S. Sanctions and A.M.L.: What The Digital Currency World Needs To Know

10:10 AM

10:30 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Web 3 Foundation: Bjorn Wagner and Ryan Zurrer

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Aion

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Networking Break

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

2nd & 3rd Floor Promenades

Liquid: Not Just Cryptokitties

10:30 AM

11:15 AM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Hold-Up! Can Blockchain Solve One of Economics' Thorniest Problems?

10:30 AM

12:30 PM

Room A, Concourse Level

Workshop

Defining DeFi: What's Decentralized Finance, Anyway?

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Polymath

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Web 3 Foundation: Robert Habermeier

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Making Blockchain Fun Again: Can Games Drive Mass Adoption?

11:00 AM

11:40 AM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Liquid: Building on Liquid

11:15 AM

12:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Blockchain gets down to business | 2019 Global Blockchain Survey - Sponsred by Deloitte

11:20 AM

12:20 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Bloq

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

No Cutesy Cats: Tokens Come to Gaming and Betting

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Stake It 'til You Make It: The New Business of Staking-as-a-Service

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Web 3 Foundation: Ryan Zurrer

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Bank to The Future: Making Your Crypto Work for You

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Build It and They Will Come: Growing a Global Blockchain Hub

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

LUNCH - FEED YOUR CURIOSITY – Blockchain Social Impact Panel - Sponsored by Accenture 12:30 PM

1:30 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

IBM: Unleash the Power of Blockchain Across Your Clouds

1:20 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

1:00 PM

SESSION TRACK

Test Drive
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Dfinity

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Zero-Knowledge Foundation: Bridging the Gap in Cryptography Between Academia and
Industry Through Standards

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Ethereum Foundation

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

IBM: Be the Blockchain Developer Hero Your Use-Case Deserves

1:20 PM

1:40 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Coordination Game: Can Global Bodies Spur Blockchain Adoption?

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Tierion

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Wall Street Meets Crypto: Who's Disrupting Who?

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Zero-Knowledge Foundation: The State-of-the-Art in Zero Knowledge Proofs

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Dear Enterprise, Have You Developed a Sound Blockchain Consortia Engagement Strategy? Sponsored by Perkins Coie

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Build It and They Will Come: Global Blockchain Hubs Deep Dive

1:30 PM

3:00 PM

Room A, Concourse Level

Workshop

IBM: Bringing Control and Flexibility to the DevOps Pipeline

1:40 PM

2:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Crypto Meets OFAC: What Sanctions Regimes Mean for the Industry

2:00 PM

2:20 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Blockstack: Decentralized Apps: From Hype to Utility

2:00 PM

2:25 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Bitter Medicine: Blockchain and Pharma Supply Chains

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Gnosis

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

IBM: Create Your Blockchain Use-Case on IBM Blockchain Platform (Hands-on Lab)

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Multichain

2:20 PM

2:45 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Are We Sufficiently Decentralized Yet? A Look at U.S. Token Taxonomy

2:20 PM

2:50 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

From Seed to Table: Live Projects in Food Provenance

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

MakerDAO

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Sponsored Session - Microsoft

2:40 PM

3:40 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

The Internet Computer: Bitcoin to Ethereum to DFINITY

2:45 PM

3:05 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Stay Out of Jail Card: Enforcement Actions and How to Avoid Them

2:50 PM

3:10 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Beyond the Trading Desk: What are Stablecoins Good For?

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Moving Target: Trends in the Crypto Legal Landscape

3:00 PM

4:30 PM

Room A, Concourse Level

Workshop

Behind the Scenes with the SEC's 'Crypto Czar'

3:10 PM

3:30 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

From Menageries to Skyscrapers: Virtual World-Builders

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Networking Break

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

2nd & 3rd Floor Promenades

Code, Build, and Run Real World Blockchain Applications with Corda

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Consensus Hackathon Winners

4:00 PM

4:10 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

50 Million Users: How Kakao and Klaytn Plan to Drive Mass Adoption Around the Globe

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Betting on the Builders: Dev-Focused Investment Ideas

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Perspectives on SEC engagement concerning digital assets - Sponsored by Goodwin

4:20 PM

5:20 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

State of Blockchain in Korea

4:30 PM

4:50 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

#BUIDL for the Masses with Portis

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Before the Pitch Deck: Building Relationships with Investors

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Money on the Edge: Research Findings from the Field in Venezuela

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Picking Winners? The Relationship Between Government and Technologies

5:00 PM

5:20 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage
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Golden Ticket or Shattered Dreams: The Future of Crypto in South Korea

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

In Conversation with U.S. SEC Commissioner Hester Peirce

5:25 PM

5:45 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Networking Reception

5:45 PM

7:15 PM

2nd & 3rd Floor Promenades

VIP Registration (Speakers, Sponsores, Media)

7:00 AM

5:00 PM

Beekman, 2nd Floor

VIP Registration (Speakers, Sponsores, Media)

7:00 AM

5:00 PM

Beekman, 2nd Floor
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SESSION TITLE

START

END

LOCATION

SESSION TRACK

Breakfast

7:00 AM

9:00 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Registration

7:00 AM

5:00 PM

2nd Floor Promenade

Crypto for All? Closing the Great Retail Divide

8:30 AM

9:00 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Social Syncing: How do you keep a decentralized community together?

8:30 AM

9:00 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

NEO

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Open by Design: Delivering Blockchain for Business Anywhere

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

The House: A New Framework for the Economics and Governance of Blockchain Platform
Design

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Womin's Lounge

9:00 AM

5:00 PM

Sutton Center, 2nd Floor

Anti-Fragile Rules: Governance from the Pre-Internet to Public Chains

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Conversations About the Cloud: The Future of Enterprise Blockchains

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Hyperledger

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

From Bench to Bedside: Blockchains and the Future of Clinical Research

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Networking Break

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

2nd & 3rd Floor Promenades

Sponsored Session - Tata

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Not the Petro: Bottom-Up Blockchain Ideas for Venezuela

10:00 AM

12:00 PM

Room A, Concourse Level

Workshop

Building on Bitcoin: How Bitcoin RSK and RIF Can Pave the Way to Financial Inclusion

10:30 AM

10:50 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Ark

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Not in My Backyard: Miners, Electricity and Local Politics

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Tokens, IEOs, or Compliance? Exchange Growth Tactics

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Web 3 Foundation: Securely Connecting Smart Contracts to Off-chain Data and Events

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

A Guided Tour of Hyperledger Fabric and Hyperledger Sawtooth

10:30 AM

12:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Building on Bitcoin: Scaling Blockchain Technology to a Billion People

10:50 AM

11:10 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Shiny New Thing: Luxury Goods on the Blockchain

11:00 AM

11:20 AM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Lisk

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

The Global Chessboard: How Coinbase and Binance Are Playing the Investment Game

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Web 3 Foundation: Aidan Hyman

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Building on Bitcoin: Satellite: The Next Generation

11:10 AM

11:30 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

What's the Endgame? What Digital Assets Mean For the Future of CSDs

11:20 AM

11:40 AM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business
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Emergence of Institutional FX in Crypto | Personal AI | Data Privacy | Security Threats Sponsored by Capilarity

11:20 AM

12:20 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Building on Bitcoin: Taproot and Scriptless Scripts for Smart Contracting

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Chromaway

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Full and Final? On and Off-Chain Settlement

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Web 3 Foundation: Shawn Tabrizi

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Future Fiat: The Question of Central Bank Digital Currencies

11:40 AM

12:00 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

LUNCH - FEED YOUR SOUL – Diversity in Blockchain Panel - Sponsored by Accenture

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

The Thing from the Future: A Reverse Archeology Game

12:30 PM

2:00 PM

Room A, Concourse Level

Workshop

When ETF? Market Manipulation and How to Cope With It

1:00 PM

1:20 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

NEO Competence Centre: Towards Distributed Data Storage for the Smart Economy—The
Path Beyond On-Chain Storage

1:00 PM

1:25 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Electric Coin Company and Zcash Foundation

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Left in the Dust? The U.S. and the Race for the Future of Finance

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

JP Morgan: Intro to Quorum

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Regulation Automata: Principles for Blockchain-Based Finance

1:20 PM

1:40 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

NEOID: Basic Infrastructure of NEO 3.0

1:25 PM

1:50 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Dash

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

First Lap: The Contest to Put Trade Finance on a Blockchain

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Sponsored Session - Mithrill

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Custody: The New Global Competitive Landscape

1:40 PM

2:10 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Portis: Your Users Won’t Pay Network Fees, So Sponsor Them Instead

1:50 PM

2:10 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Cosmos

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Herding Cats: The Art of Building Enterprise Consortia

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Book Signing

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

2nd Floor Promenade

Navigating the Complexities of Tokenization: From Tax, Regulatory and Accounting to
Technology and Strategy

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

Room A, Concourse Level

Workshop

The NEO Experience - Simplifying dApp Development

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

A Perspective on the Crypto Markets from a Career Commodity Trader

2:10 PM

2:30 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

State of Staking

2:10 PM

2:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Blockstack

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Checking the Pulse of Healthcare DLT Adoption

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Designing for the Next Boom: New Ways to Store and Spend

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Nova Scotia Nightmare: How to Avoid the Next QuadrigaCX

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

FLEXA: HODL. BUIDL. SPEDN! - Sponsored by Flexa

2:40 PM

3:40 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Networking Break

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

2nd & 3rd Floor Promenades

Hyperledger: Welcome to the Greenhouse

3:30 PM

3:40 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Fiction Becoming Fact: Science Fiction and the Fate of Humanity

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Hands-on Workshop with Amazon Managed Blockchain

3:30 PM

5:30 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Location, Location, Location: How Security Tokens Became 2019's Hottest Property

4:00 PM

4:20 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets
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Byzantine Beliefs: Telling Stories About Money

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Hyperledger Iroha: the Fast Path to DLT

4:10 PM

4:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Delivering Smart Contracts with Hyperledger Burrow

4:20 PM

4:40 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Reinventing the Wheel? Security Tokens as a New Asset Class

4:20 PM

4:40 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Stealth Quantum Proof-of-Stake: Fast, Feeless, Private, Scalable - Sponsored by Stealth

4:20 PM

5:20 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

The Consensus Debate: Is the Freedom to Transact a Universal Human Right?

4:30 PM

5:30 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Blockchain Benchmarking with Hyperledger Caliper

4:40 PM

5:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Looking for Liquidity: How Market Players Are Adapting to an STO World

4:40 PM

5:00 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Tokenization's Impact on Legacy Markets

5:00 PM

5:20 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

STOs are Selling, but Who's Buying? A Look at Buy-side Trends

5:20 PM

5:40 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Networking Reception

5:45 PM

7:45 PM

2nd & 3rd Floor Promenades

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15

The information included in the Agenda at a Glance is current as of May 3, 2019. Agenda,
and speakers are subject to change. For the most up-to-date information, please visit
https://www.coindesk.com/events/consensus-2019 or refer to the Consensus 2019 App.

SESSION TITLE

START

END

LOCATION

Breakfast

7:00 AM

8:30 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

SESSION TRACK

Registration

7:30 AM

3:00 PM

2nd Floor Promenade

The Great Convergence? What Happens When Tokens Meet the Enterprise

8:30 AM

9:00 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

New and Simple Consensus Protocols for ThunderCore's Mainnet

9:00 AM

9:20 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Crypto in Historical Perspective

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Womin's Lounge

9:00 AM

12:00 PM

Sutton Center, 2nd Floor

Introducing CasperLabs Ectoplasm: An Interactive Demo with Vlad Zamfir and Michael Birch

9:20 AM

9:40 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

The History and Future of Money: A Conversation with Niall Ferguson and Brian Armstrong

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

The Future of Data Privacy Technology: Oasis and a Privacy-Preserving Cloud
Computing Platform

9:40 AM

10:00 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Networking Break

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

2nd & 3rd Floor Promenades

ThunderCore: Making Blockchain the Next Big Gaming Platform - Sponsored by Thundercore

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

All Kinds of Funds: Bear Market Edition

10:00 AM

12:00 PM

Room A, Concourse Level

Workshop

Building the Technical Innovation Required for a New Borderless Economy

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Decred

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

The End of Volatility? Stablecoins on the Rise

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Where's the Impact? Blockchains and Financial Inclusion

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

After SAFT: The Future of Utility Tokens in an STO World

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Cloud City: Blockchain-as-a-Service Goes Global

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Republic

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

CryptoLend-o-Mania - Sponsored by Salt Lending

11:20 AM

12:20 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Funding Startups: Tokens, VC and Everything in Between

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Industry 4.0: New Business Models for a New State of Play

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Ontology

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog
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SESSION TITLE

START

END

LOCATION

SESSION TRACK

Your Trusted Financial Developer? Fiduciary Duties in the Age of Public Blockchains

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Lunch

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Chromaway: What is Relational Blockchain and How it can Bring Power to the Public

1:00 PM

1:20 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

There She Blows: An Analysis of Ethereum's Whales

1:00 PM

1:20 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Are Banks Disrupting Themselves Yet? A DLT Reality Check

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Zilliqa

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Build Cool Stuff Quickly, with Aion

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Not Your Average White Paper: Academic Research on Blockchains

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Room A, Concourse Level

Workshop

Drivechain and Blind Merged Mining

1:20 PM

1:40 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Tools of the Trade: Building New Exchange Infrastructure

1:20 PM

1:50 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

QTUM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Strictly Confidential: Why Blockchain Privacy Matters to the Enterprise

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Can Blockchain Save the Middle Class? Technology and the future of crowdfunding. Sponsored by Fudapolis

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Medium of Exchange: Bringing Crypto to the World's Biggest Merchants

1:40 PM

2:10 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Beyond Futures: Understanding the Crypto Derivatives Explosion

1:50 PM

2:20 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Kadena

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Weathering Winter: How Crypto's Biggest Miners Are Surviving

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Metronome: A Tour of the Code Behind the First Cross-Blockchain Cryptocurrency

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

Room G, Concourse Level

Test Drive

Signals or Tea Leaves? Making Sense of Industry Data

2:00 PM

3:30 PM

Room A, Concourse Level

Workshop

Life After the Terminal: The Secret Art of Using Crypto Market Data

2:20 PM

2:40 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

CorporateCoin: The Rise of Enterprise Tokens

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Business

Crypto That's Still Punk Rock

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 North Stage

Construct

Tezos

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

Americas Hall 2 South Stage

Changelog

Policing the Blockchain: Protecting Investors and Consumers

2:40 PM

3:00 PM

Mercury Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Markets

Conflux: Fighting Blockchain Scalability Bottleneck - Sponsored by Cnflux

2:40 PM

3:40 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

Networking Break

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

2nd & 3rd Floor Promenades

The Internet Candidate: In Conversation with Andrew Yang

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

To the Moon and Back: In Conversation with Olaf Carlson-Wee

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Inside the Hype Machine: In Conversation with Justin Sun

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

The Next 5 Years: Opportunity and Challenge of Blockchain in China & the U.S. - Sponsored
by Spark

4:20 PM

5:20 PM

Rendezvous Trianon, 3rd Floor

Sponsored Session

DeFi-ing Expectations? Marketing Jargon or a True Financial Revolution

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Main Stage

Networking Reception

4:30 PM

6:00 PM

2nd & 3rd Floor Promenades

Special Demo by Adam Back

5:00 PM

5:10 PM

Grand Ballroom, 3rd Floor
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Main Stage

Conference Maps
Concourse Level
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Second Floor
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Third Floor
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Fourth Floor
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Americas Hall I
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Americas Hall II
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Are you interested in sponsoring a future Consensus event? Email us at
Sponsors@CoinDesk.com, visit our Partnerships office in Concourse H, or
come meet us at the 3rd Floor CoinDesk booth. Consensus event sponsors
receive the following benefits:
• Comp passes for the event with number of comps escalating with each
sponsor level
• Exclusive discount on additional tickets
• Entry into the recently launched Consensus Loyalty Program, where
returning sponsors receive discounts on total package value
• Exclusive window to renew sponsorship prior to open market
• Branding online, onsite, and in marketing materials
• Pre- and post-event attendee lists (with names and emails stripped out
for privacy)
The mission of Consensus is to raise the blockchain dialogue and drive this
technology forward, and our Sponsors play a key role in achieving this goal.
We hope to partner at future events!
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EXHIBITOR LIST
HILTON - 2ND FLOOR
BOOTH NUMBER

SPONSOR

RHINELANDER NORTH

BOOTH NUMBER

BOOTH NUMBER

SPONSOR

RHINELANDER SOUTH (Cont.)

SPONSOR

313

Cashaa

100

Microsoft

134

Bitsonic

314

BlockFi

101

IBM

136

Pyrofex

315

Raon

103

TCS

135

Orbs

317

Chart IQ

104

JP Morgan

137

Vallarum

318

ChainLink

106

Enterprise Ethereum
Alliance

138

Novem Gold

319

Wachsman

108

Shift

139

BSO

320

XYO

110

Hyperledger

140

Tron

321

CoinSource

112

ChromaWay

141

HashKey

322

Permission

114

Canaccord

142

Tron

323

BitAlpha

143

PCS Wireless

324

Aleph

144

Ideas by Nature

326

Atrium

145

CFTC

330

ThunderCore

147

Cocos

332

Avansa

149

Bunker Capital

334

SeriesOne

151

Crystal / Bitfury

336

ChainUp

153

Auctionity

337

Loki Network

155

Point95

338

CVA

157

Kahuna Capital

339

Sovos

159

MineBest

340

CVA

161

Chetu

341

Particl

163

Interxion

342

Enigma Securities

165

Fusion

343

Lamda256

344

NEO

345

Uniris

RHINELANDER CENTER
105

Deloitte

107

ConsenSys

116

MultiChain

118

BurnX

120

Investoland

122

Invest Barbados

RHINELANDER SOUTH
109

UMining

111

FutureBit

113

B2Broker

115

HTC

117

CyZen

119

RealToken

121

BHD_HPOOL

123

Contentos

124

KJ Technology

125

Friedman

126

FTSE

127

Innoventia

128

TTC Protocol

129

DAPs Project

130

InvestHK

131

Smartlands

132

Bitsonic

133

BitPay
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AMERICAS HALL 1
BOOTH NUMBER

SPONSOR

346

Shapeshift

300

Grayscale

347

B2C2

301

Shift

349

UNIC

302

Flexa

351

Allnodes

303

Lukka

352

Walkers Global

305

Hedera Hashgraph

353

Vega Wallet

307

Blockstack

354

BTCTRADER

309

Ziliqa

356

CAT

310

Feitian

357

b2binpay

311

Xena Exchange

358

Klatyn

312

Zag Trader

359

Chainalysis

EXHIBITOR LIST
MEETING ROOMS
BOOTH NUMBER

SPONSOR

MEETING ROOMS

360

Klatyn

HILTON - 4TH FLOOR

SPONSOR

361

Cred.io

LINCOLN

362

GoldZip

BDA - Bermuda Business
Development Agency

363

OTCXN

GREEN

Deloitte

364

CoolBitX

NEW YORK

Circle

365

AlphaPoint

HUDSON

IBM

366

CoolBitX

MIDTOWN

Genesis Trading

368

IoTrust

HARLEM

AWS

369

DAPNet

HOLLAND

Quant

370

Agora

EAST

Digital Currency Group

371

Polybius

HILTON BOARD ROOM

TCS

372

GX Chain

HILTON - 2ND FLOOR

373

Nukkleus

BRYANT

Jump Trading

374

Onfido

MORGAN

Ledger

375

TradeBlock

MADISON

Transform Group

376

CoboWallet

CLINTON

Bloq

377

Coinfield

GIBSON

CME GROUP

378

Flow Traders

NASSAU EAST

ErisX

379

Digital Swiss Gold

NASSAU WEST

BitGo

381

Prime Trust

MURRAY EAST

384

Stealth.org

Enterprise Ethereum
Alliance

MURRAY WEST

Cred

385

RSK

GRAMERCY EAST

Bakkt

386

V01t

GRAMERCY WEST

Paxos

387

Ledger

BEEKMAN

VIP Registration

390

Blox

SUTTON NORTH

Press Room

393

eToro

SUTTON CENTER

394

Silvergate Bank

Womin's Lounge / Art
auction

396

Genesis Capital

SUTTON SOUTH

Australian Trade and
Investment Commission

398

BitGo

REGENT

Hankyoreh

402

BitLeague

CONCOURSE

404

LMAX

CONCOURSE A

Construct Test Drive

405

Bitcoin Live

CONCOURSE B

Staff room

406

Flexa

CONCOURSE C

GSR

407

Elixxir

CONCOURSE D

Polymath

408

SIMBA Chain

CONCOURSE E

410

Swych

MEETING ROOMS

SPONSOR

CONCOURSE F

Nash

CONCOURSE G

Construct Workshops

CONCOURSE H

CoinDesk Sales

HOSPITALITY SUITES
HOSPITALITY SUITE

SPONSOR

AMERICAS SUITE ROOM 4007

Fidelity Digital Assets

PARK SUITE - ROOM 4041

Qed-it

CARNEGIE SUITE ROOM 4049

BHD_HPOOL
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COUNTDOWN
TO LAUNCH

Cryptocurrency trading is coming.
Join the waitlist now to be one of the first.

TradeStationCrypto.com

TradeStation Crypto, Inc. (“TradeStation Crypto”) is a wholly owned subsidiary of TradeStation Group, Inc. This communication is directed solely to residents
of the United States who are interested in learning about product/service offerings from TradeStation Crypto as and when they become available.
Cryptocurrency brokerage services will be provided by TradeStation Crypto, subject to it completing all launch requirements and obtaining applicable
federal and state registrations and licenses. Being on the “waitlist” and getting “early access” means that, once TradeStation Crypto’s product/service
offerings become available in the jurisdiction where you reside, you may have the opportunity to use those product/service offerings on a limited test basis
sooner than when those product/service offerings become available on a wide-scale basis. Registering to receive updates and other communications
should not be construed as an account application or approval to open an account. The information made available in this communication is not an offer
or solicitation of any kind to buy or sell cryptocurrencies or other digital assets. While TradeStation Crypto is an affiliate of TradeStation Securities, Inc.,
TradeStation Crypto is neither a broker dealer nor a futures commission merchant and does not offer equities or futures accounts.
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